
   
 

   
 

5 Product Description Copywriting Project 

 

Product NO: 1 

Title: Wooden Memory Game for Kids. 

Your kid may be the future Einstein who knows we live in a learning age "golden period of humans history" 

everything available on the doorstep and if you want your children bright feature in this competitive world so you 

need to make sure they learn every day just like they grow little more every day. We care about everything related 

to the upcoming generation so we present a wooden memory color game for your kids. This wooden board puzzle 

toy is designed to contribute to the kid's memory development. Children can also learn about colors very well 

while playing with this wooden memory game. This toy is crafted from harmless sustainable FSC approved wood 

and the lightweight makes it the absolute choice for indoor games. 

1-: This game can be used as an independent play for a single person and also can use it to collaborate play multiple 

people can play in one time. 

2-: Wooden memory game crucial in rain fine moves and improve hand-eye coordination abilities, and also 

improve thinking ability. 

3-: The playing method of this memory game for kids is so simple. First, roll the dice to reveal color, and then find 

a matching color pin on the board, and collect as many pieces as possible (all pin's bottom is painted). 

4-: Board game is made of smooth lightweight wood. This product is made without any sharp edge kids will always 

stay safe while playing with this toy. 

5-: This game board comes with 24 wooden colored pencils (4 white, 4 green, 4 yellow, 4 blue, 4 black, 4 red) 

perfect toy for kid's memory training. 

 

  

  

 



   
 

   
 

Product NO: 2 

Title: Power Balloon car and rocket Launcher toy . 

A good physical gameplay one of the important needs for your growing kid's which help to make strong bones for 

a healthy long life so here we introduce Power Balloon Launch Tower Toy this toy not only provide you kid's good 

physical game paly but also built interest in the science. Design for 4 to 12 years kids to help them explore the 

magic of airpower, how science working behind the thing, and develop an interest in science. This toy is made of 

ABS eco-friendly durable plastic Using aerodynamic technology can promote environmental protection and 

energy savings without the use of batteries. 

1-: This toy has the characteristics of fall-proof and also not making any air pressure 100% safe for kids working 

well for a long time. 

2-: lunch tower comes in two-modes one is car mode, it powers the car move forward on the ground and the 

second is launcher mode, it gives the power to sends the rocket into the air. 

3-: This toy is easy to play just open the roof of the car or rocket, then set the balloon in the car/rocket. Connect 

it to the launchpad to the pump air. Filled the balloon by pressing the rod continuously, then press the start button, 

the car will move forward and the rocket will fly into the air. 

4-: The product comes with a complete kit set, 12 colorful balloons 3 different cars, and one rocket. 

5-: Excellent gift for your kid's birthday party, New Year and etc. Multiple kids can play with this toy. 

  

  

 

 

 

 



   
 

   
 

Product NO: 3 

Title: The Wooden Puzzle Board Set. 

155pcs wooden jigsaw puzzle board set is a perfect choice to give your kid's challenging and fun time. This product 

contains different colors shapes and blocks by which your kids can create different types of animals, birds, bugs, 

and things according to their mental strength. The wooden puzzle board is designed for increasing mind power, 

improving statistics thinking, and built decision making in your kids. This toy doesn't have any age limit, Parents 

can also play with their children will bring better childhood memories. Improve the relationship between children 

and parents. The best product to bring family into one place. 

1-: This product is made of echo-friendly harmless wood all the parts of puzzles have unique shapes and painted 

with different colors. The toy doesn't have any sharp edges to keep your children safe. 

2-: Puzzle blocks can help with introductions to geometry, pattern recognition, symmetry. Best Preschool learning 

toys for kids while playing. 

3-: Suitable for children above 2.5 years Play a kind of ways to cultivate children's imagination as well as parents. 

4-: This wood puzzle toy handcrafted with great accuracy to ensure an easy and correct fit of every piece in its 

place. The wood is hypoallergenic and 100% chemical-free safe for everyone. 

5-: Excellent choice for home school or educational material in class indoor playing toy. 

  

 

 

 



   
 

   
 

Product NO: 4 

Title: Wooden Colorful Geometric Shape Puzzle. 

If you want to buy your baby a toy that can entertain them and encourage their intelligence at the same time. 

Well, then we introduced this set of early educational Wooden Colorful Geometric Shape puzzle toy, give multiple 

benefits to your kid's. This puzzle design to improve children's stamina in concentration. Improve thinking and 

balance of the cerebellum, and stimulate to perform any task with high creativity. Puzzle pieces have different 

heart loving colors which keep your kid's interest in solving it. 

1-: This toy is made of harmless anti-toxic lightweight wood and doesn't have any sharp edge which keeps your 

children safe. 

2-: This product has 3d puzzle pieces painted with different water-based bright colors and covers with 

environmental protection layer. 

3-: The toy is also suitable for adults; Parents can also join their kids to play this family game improving the 

relationship between parents and children. 

4-: It can be a good and healthy alternative to a computer or video games for young children. 

5-: Best choices to Christmas gift for your beautiful kids. 

  

 

 

 

 



   
 

   
 

Product NO: 5 

Title: A4 Level Led Drawing Copy Pad Board Toy. 

It is always challenging for kids to draw super detailed artwork on paper with their hands really takes a lot of 

concentration and time consuming for a very minor piece it pushes them to quit. But now we bring the perfect 

solutions A4 level led drawing copy pad board, designed to giving your children a crystal clearer and brighter view 

in stenciling, sketching, tattooing drawing, diamond painting, etc. This Led board is made of environmentally 

friendly premium acrylic plastic, and the panel has high clearness, great toughness. Product durability is deeply 

tested multiples time will working properly for a long period of time.  

1-: This device is powered by a high-quality USB wire which can easily fit into a mobile port, computer port, and 

in the adapter or power bank to supply power. 

2-: The Led board is lightweight holding an ultra-thin width of only 5mm that makes it easy to carry like a book. 

3-: It comes with a touch sensor switch design to control the levels of brightness, led light is flicker-free, and 

harmless for the eyes even for long hours of work it cannot damage eyes. 

4-: This product used for super detail work and suitable for a variety of peoples like artists, animators, designers, 

art enthusiasts, children, students. 

5-: Buy this product for your children or for yourself and save your valuable time and money perfect gift for 

upcoming events. 

 

 


